
WE ARE THE INSTITUTE OF FUN





We are a company manufacturing 
products which support the daily 
physical exercise habits. Tiptiptap’s 
playgrounds are safe and development-
oriented, and skateparks are attractive 
and durable. The company’s range of 
products and services is constantly 
evolving and diverse.
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In the past, when Tiptiptap wasn´t manufacturing slides, children were eagerly waiting for the winter to slide 
on snow and ice. Now they can enjoy sliding all year round because our vast selection of slides includes 
suitable options for children of any age. Today, the careless childhood days no longer call for the protecting 
walls of fortresses - our exciting play towns make children feel just as safe and secure. Various platforms, 
ramps, stairs and bridges, boasting towers, fun slides and exciting activity panels form play towns which offer 
thrilling activities and joy of play. In addition to exhilaration and pleasant jitters, Tiptiptap´s slides and play towns 
facilitate movement characteristic of strength training. Furthermore, sliding boldly down the safe slide channel 
develops the children´s sense of balance and provides a lot of fun. Our product range includes play towns of 
various sizes and options to fit all locations from home yards to public parks in large cities. All play towns are 
available in four different colour combinations and standard panels can be replaced with various activity panels.

Play-
grounds 
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Roofs

Panels 

Panels 

Cheese walls

Slides

Stairs

Stairs

Ropes and nets

Ropes and nets
Tubes

Platforms

Platforms

Posts

All MULTI ACTIVITY CENTRES 
are available in 3 different 
material versions.

 

LM202 PE

Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Laminated 
wood

Laminated 
wood

Zinced and 
powder coated
steel

 

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

PP covered 
steel wire

Laminated 
wood

LM202 ALPE

Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Laminated 
wood

Laminated 
wood

Zinced and 
powder coated 
steel

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

PP covered 
steel wire

Powder coated 
aluminium

LM202 MF

Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Plastic covered 
laminated wood

Plastic covered 
laminated wood 
and HDPE plastic

Zinced and 
powder coated 
steel

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

PP covered 
steel wire

Powder painted 
aluminium

Stairs

For Example:

Slides

Platforms

Tubes

Cheese
walls

Roofs

Climbing 
walls

Panels

Ropes and 
nets

Posts
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Amazon
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Amazon
This range based on the folklore and 
ornaments of nature people is ideal 
for both urban and rural environments. 
Climbing nets, walls and ladders as well 
as swings, slide tunnels and channels 
are safe and durable. An adventure track 
tailored to the customer’s request and 
the surrounding environment can be 
assembled from various products in the 
Amazon range. Amazon is suitable from 
the age of 4, but it can offer a multitude 
of activities to much older children as well.

our best 
playgrounds
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Beams
Laminated 
wood

Beams
Laminated 
wood

Climbing walls
Film covered 
waterproof plywood

Ropes and nets
PP covered 
steel wire

Ropes and nets
PP covered 
steel wire

Posts
Laminated wood with 

All AMAZON series products are 
made with care and high quality.

our
strongest

design



Aml003

AmK001

Am300

Am001

Am004

Am400

Am001

Am003

Am002 Am005
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Amazon



our coolest
ideas

Am009

Am008

Am010

Am012

Am011

Am007

Am014

Am013

Am101
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Water
World
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Water
World

This product range features a colourful 
and exciting underwater world. Climbing 
nets, walls, ladders and tracks of various 
level of difficulty are in bright colours 
and invite small adventurers to discover 
themselves through play. The range 
displays colourful fish and other aquatic 
creatures which make the products look 
alive! Children intimidated by deep water 
and large sea creatures can playfully 
learn about the beauty and secrets of 
the water world. The Water World range 
is suitable from the age of 4, but it can 
offer the joys of discovery and movement 
to older children as well.
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our
fastest 

carousels



Panels 

Climbing walls Slides

Ropes and nets

Ropes and nets

Tubes and ladders

Tubes and ladders

Platforms

Posts
Stainless steel and 
HDPE plastic

Plastic covered 
laminated wood

Zinced and powder 
coated steel

Zinced and powder 
coated steel

HDPE plastic

HDPE plastic

PP covered 
steel wire

PP covered 
steel wire

Powder coated 
aluminium

All WATER WORLD series products 
are Maintenance-Free (MF).
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PVP10 W mF
K106 W mF

VlI50 mF

TKR001 W mF Km012 W mF

Km005 W mF

Vl040 mF

Km001 W mF lK20 W mF
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Water
World



NW102 W mF

NW101 W mF

K009 W mF GUPPy

NW201 W mF

NW103 W mF

NW202 W mF NW210 W mF

K002 W mF GUPPy

K008 W mF GUPPy
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Pirate
World
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The products in the Pirate World line consist of climbing nets, tracks, walls and 
ladders which develop skills, stamina and sense of balance. Playing on these, children 
feel like small pirates who boldly overcome all obstacles in their way. Playgrounds of 
various level of difficulty come in merry and bright colours to support the concept of 
the Pirate World. This product range is suitable from the age of 4, but it can offer the 
joy of movement and play to much older children as well. long live brave pirates!

our
smallest
friends

Pirate
World



Roofs

Panels 

Slides

Ropes and nets

Ropes and nets

Tubes

Tubes

Platforms

Platforms

Posts

Stairs

For Example:

All PIRATE WORLD series 
products are available in 4 
different material versions.

LM116 P ALPE LM116 P MFMM116 P MM116 P PE

Slides
Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Platforms Laminated 
wood

Laminated 
wood

Laminated 
wood

Plastic covered 
laminated wood

Laminated 
wood

Laminated 
wood

Laminated 
wood

Plastic covered 
laminated wood 
and HDPE plastic

Tubes
Zinced and 
powder coated 
steel

Zinced and 
powder coated 
steel

Zinced and 
powder coated 
steel

Zinced and 
powder coated 
steel

Cheese
walls HDPE plastic HDPE plastic HDPE plastic HDPE plastic

Roofs HDPE plastic HDPE plastic HDPE plastic

Climbing 
walls HDPE plastic HDPE plastic HDPE plastic

Panels HDPE plastic HDPE plastic HDPE plastic

Ropes and 
nets

PP covered 
steel wire

PP covered 
plywood

PP covered 
plywood or
HDPE plastic

PP covered 
plywood

PP covered 
steel wire

PP covered 
steel wire

PP covered 
steel wire

Posts Laminated 
wood

Laminated 
wood

Powder coated 
aluminium

Powder painted 
aluminium

Climbing walls
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K009 P

K008 P

K002 P

Km001 P

TKR001 P

Km005 P VlI44 P
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Pirate
World

our chillest 
swings



NW102 P

NW101 P NW201 P

NW210 P

NW202 P mm116 P

mm119 P

mm177 P mm118 P
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Zodiac
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Just like astronomy answers our questions about the outer space, our new Zodiac range helps better 
understand the secrets of the universe. The Zodiac range fuels the children’s questions and dreams and 
the same sparkle-eyed kid climbing on the net, racing down the slide or exploring the world through a 
porthole just might be a future astronaut or astronomer. Distant and mysterious stars are suddenly so 
close and within grasp! Zodiac is suitable from the age of 4, but it can offer the joys of discovery and 
movement to much older children as well.

our
wisest

solutions

Zodiac



Roofs

Panels 

Panels 

Climbing walls

Cheese walls

Slides

Stairs

Ropes and netsTubes

Tubes

Platforms

Posts

Stairs

For Example:

All ZODIAC series products 
are available in 3 different 
material versions.

Z001 ALPE Z001 MFZ001 PE

Slides
Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Stainless steel 
and HDPE 
plastic

Platforms Laminated 
wood

Laminated 
wood

Plastic covered 
laminated wood

Laminated 
wood

Laminated 
wood

Plastic covered 
laminated wood 
and HDPE plastic

Tubes
Zinced and 
powder coated 
steel

Zinced and 
powder coated 
steel

Zinced and 
powder coated 
steel

Cheese
walls HDPE plastic HDPE plastic HDPE plastic

Roofs HDPE plastic HDPE plastic HDPE plastic

Climbing 
walls HDPE plastic HDPE plastic HDPE plastic

Panels HDPE plastic HDPE plastic HDPE plastic

Ropes and 
nets

PP covered 
steel wire

PP covered 
steel wire

PP covered 
steel wire

Posts Laminated 
wood

Powder coated 
aluminium

Powder coated 
aluminium
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Z001 

Z002

Z004
Z003

Z007

Z009

Z008 Z201
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Zodiac
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AP16

AP17

lK20 Z
VlI44 Z

Km012

lKl001 Z 

Km005 Z
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Zodiac



our smartest 
activity panels

K008 Z

K002 Z
Z006

TKR001 Z

K009 Z

Z011

Z005
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Fresh
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Zodiac

our safest
slides 

Fresh

Feel the fresh spring breeze mixed with the warm sun and cool snow. Breathe in and let energy flow 
through you. This way you’ll get the strength to act. And this is how the Fresh line was born! Colours that 
convey energy (green), freshness (blue) and clarity (grey) form an eye-catching combination that attracts 
like a magnet. All our regular products can be ordered in Fresh colours whereas maintenance-free (mF) 
materials prevent surface wear and colour fading. Fresh means freshness that is here to stay!



lm103 mF FRESH

lm205 mF FRESH lm014 mF FRESH  

lm208-1 mF FRESH

mm101-1 mF FRESH
RS110-2 mF FRESH
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brightest
colours

invest
in fun
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Seasons
SPRING
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lK20 

lm208-1 

lm202 K002 
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Seasons
SPRING

our biggest 
playhouses



lK20 

lm208-1 

lm202 K002 
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Seasons
SUMMER

our
highest
towers
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Seasons
SUMMER
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Seasons
AUTUMN
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lK20 

lm208-1 

lm202 K002

Seasons
AUTUMN
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our
happiest 
customers



lK20 

lm208-1 

lm202 K002

Seasons
WINTER
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our easiest 
sandboxes



Seasons
WINTER

46   
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Forest

lm228lK20 lm020

This series was inspired by the most colourful time in nature. Bright green, warm brown, alluring red and 
ripe purple, combined by quiet grey – all this adds flourish to the time of the year when the leaving summer 
welcomes the coming autumn. The FOREST-series enables to enjoy this enchanting spectacle of colours 
regardless of the season. The products of the series include climbing nets, tracks, walls and ladders of 
different complexity as well as playhouses, exciting cities and slides offering both shelter and activity. 
Colourful details attract attention, yards and squares have a fresh and modern effect.
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prettiest
colours 

mm301 RS123
lm202 
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Inspiration
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Although the designs of playground components are limited by strict safety requirements and rules, you 
can still let your fantasy carry you. Sometimes we come up with unconventional colour combinations, 
and sometimes customers have specific requests or vision. This is how products covered by a common 
denominator - inspiration - are born! We are glad to meet your special requests and suggest exciting tailored 
solutions that blend in with the environment or, on the contrary, attract attention. Inspiration never runs out!



lm300-1 PE

lm300-1 PE

lm300-1 PE

lm300-1 PE

lm300-1 PE

lm300-1 PE
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our cutest
clients

our greatest 
theme parks



BE OUR GUEST
Tiptiptap OÜ

Veetorni 9, Jüri alevik
Rae vald, 75301

 Harjumaa, Estonia
Phone +372 657 6222

E-mail info@tiptiptap.ee
www.tiptiptap.ee


